
Black Hole growth at high 

redshift 





Formation of first galaxies/BH 

Madau+ 2007 



Physics of accretion 
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z=6 

King+08 !=0.05-0.08 

Volonteri+10 !=0.08-0.2 



Physics of accretion 

low-z 

Marconi+04 !=0.04-0.16 

Shankar+09 !=0.04-0.1 

Merloni & Heinz 2008 !=0.065-0.07 

Accretion efficiency 0.077-0.083  



Cosmological models 
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Problem: how to 

disentangle and 

separate cosmological 

effects from accretion 

physics.  

This may be done at 

high-z when differences 

are larger and BH 

accretion is maximal 

Redshift 



Formation of  high-z SMBH 

Number of BH of mass m• 

in haloes of mass M 

Total probability of merging 

of halo of mass M Accretion rate 

Hierarchical merging Halo merging probability 



Analytic model of BH growth 

Halo merging probabilities                                                           

Halo accretion rates as a function of the halo mass contrast. Only halo merging 

with 0.01<"M/M<100 are assumed to trigger BH gas accretion. After a merging 

event cold gas settles into a rotationally supported disk with radius rd~1-5kpc, 

rotation velocity vd~100km/s. BH accretion is assumed to proceed for a time  

#~rd/vd~107yr and always at Eddington rate.                     

Lacey & Cole 1993 



BH growth models 
Initial condition: MBH=Mhalo/106 >100MSun. BH accretion only would rigidly shift 

the initial BH mass function to higher masses. !=0.1 fix 

                                       Lamastra+2010 

Initial BH mass  

function @ z=9.4 

Merging  

only 



BH growth models:$CDM 

BH mass functions vs. %                    BH mass functions vs. AGN timescale 



BH mass function vs. Quintessence models 

! 

w(z) = p /"  DE pressure and energy density

!=0.1 fix 



High-z AGN 

Menci+08 model 

Jiang+ 2009 data 

          z>5.7 



A new X-ray detection algorithm: 

ePhot 
Adaptive filter to search for concentrations of counts in a 

multidimensional space.  

1.! Search the X-ray band that maximize the S/N of the detected 

counts.  

2.! Search the source extraction region that maximize the S/N 

3.! Model background at the source position, to maximize S/N 

and minimize systematic errors 

4.! Use GOODS-MUSIC galaxy catalog: photo-z and B, V 

dropouts to build up a high-z galaxy candidate list.  

R<3’ 

3’<R<6’ 

6’<R<8’ 



High-z AGN in the CDFS 

2Msec field 

z>4.4 

z<4.4 

FF+2010 



High-z AGN in the CDFS 

2Msec field 



ePhot application to CDFS2Msec 

Gilli2010, GHC 2007 

Threshold set to get &1 spurious detection in the sample 



High z AGN in the CDFS 

2Msec field 



z>4.5 X-ray selected AGN 



z>4.5 X-ray selected AGN 

McLure+2010 



High-z AGN luminosity 

functions and density evolution 



High-z AGN 

In the meantime, the problem can 

be attacked by dedicated Chandra 

Legacy programs + multiband 

search strategies, exploiting 

synergies with HST, Spitzer, JWST 

and ALMA + aggressive data 

analysis. 

In a few years eROSITA will 

provide data on high-L QSOs.  

Errorbars already comparable to 

optical surveys, better control of 

selection effects: measure the 

high-z LF over >3 decades.   



Xray high-z AGN 

!!PSF 30-40 arcsec 

!!F(0.5-2keV)>3'10-15 

~400 deg2
 =>30-50 z>5 

AGN LX>1045 

Identification complex!      

!!~80% of counterparts will 
have R<24 ~90% R<25 

Pan-STARRS 
!!~20% of counterparts will 
have F3.6um>0.1mJy 

WISE  

SWIRE fields?  

Spitzer warm survey? 
Janus J~19.5 all sky 
Survey, VISTA 
Redshifts with VLT/KecK 
and ALMA at high-z 



Summary  


